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On the Institutional History
of Economic Thought by W.C.Mitchell
??????? ?
The purpose of this paper is to explain the distinctive features of the
institutional history of economic thought by Wesley C. Mitchell, author
of Types of Economic Theory: From Mercantilism to Institutionalism, 2
vols.(vol. 1, 1967, vol. 2, 1969.) Augustus M. Kelley, New York. The two
volumes contain 1483 pages as long as Shumpeter's History of Economic
Analisis (1954). Its most distinctive features are (1) The viewpoint
that economic theories are just the children of their times; (2) The
viewpoint of the conception of human nature in the economist. From
these viewpoints he tried to form his institutional history of economic
thought from Mercantilism to Thorstein Veblen and J. R. Commons.
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?2???Types of Economic Theory. From Mercantilism to Institutionalism.
Edited with an introduction by Joseph Dorfman.?1967, 1969, Augustus
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?History of the Greenbacks, 1862-65, whth Special Reference to Economic























2) ??????????????????????Wesley Clair Mitchell. The Economic
Scientist. Edited by Arthur F. Burns, National Bureau of Economic Research,
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5)?6) J. Dorfman, \Professional Sketch" in Wesley Clair Mitchell. The Economic
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10) Mitchell, TET, vol.1, p.26.
11) Ibid. vol.1, p.31.





















































































????? Ph. D.????????? 1911??? 1913?????????
???????1918?? National Bank of Commerce, New York????
??????2????????????????????????????
???????????????1939?????????????????
14) Ibid., vol.2, p.449.
15) Ibid., vol.2, p.451.
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17) Cf. Ibid., vol.2, pp.483-84.
18) Ibid., vol.2, pp.599-600.
19) Ibid., vol.2, p.600.
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20) Ibid., vol.2, p.602.






























22) Ibid., vol.2, p.614.
23) Ibid., vol.2, p.624.
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24) Ibid., vol.2, p.626.





























26) Ibid., vol.2, p.634.
27) Ibid., vol.2, p.650.
28) Ibid., vol.2, p.653.
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29) Ibid., vol.2, p.655.
30) Cf. Ibid., vol.2, p.660.






























32) Cf. Ibid., vol.2, pp.665-66.
33) Cf. Ibid., vol.2, p.666.
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34) Cf. Ibid., vol.2, p.681.






































Documentary History of American Industrial Society, ?1910-1911????
??????????????????History of Labour in the United States.

















































39)?40) Ibid., vol.2, p.718.
41)?42) Ibid., vol.2, p.719.
43) Ibid., vol.2, p.720.
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44)?45) Ibid., vol.2, p.722.
46) Ibid., vol.2, p.723.





























48) Ibid., vol.2, p.725.
49) Ibid., vol.2, p.726.
50) Ibid., vol.2, p.730.
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51) Ibid., vol.2, p.732.
52) Ibid., vol.2, p.733.


























































































? (3)???? (1)? (2)??????? 3???????????????
54) Ibid., vol.2, p.787.
55) Ibid., vol.2, p.786.
56) Ibid., vol.2, p.812.
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